
as we can. There is no pride in falling 
into sin. There is nothing gay or happy 
about living a sinful life for any of us. 
There are no 'pride' parades for liars, 
cheats, thieves, murderers or adulterers 
and for good reason. There is nothing 
gay about sin, nor is sin anything of 
which to be proud.  
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There Is Nothing Gay About 
Homosexuality 

 
If there was ever an oxymoron it would 
have to be with the use of the word "gay" 
when used by those espousing 
homosexuality. There is nothing within 
the lifestyle of active homosexuality that 
is gay, or happy if you will. It is perhaps 
one of the most riskiest and unhealthy of 
lifestyles and certainly one of the 
saddest. At the outset, it must be said 
that there is no conclusive evidence or 
proof that people who have a same sex 
attraction are born with it, nor is there 
any conclusive evidence of what is the 
cause of this attraction. 
 

What is so gay about living a life that 
revolves around your sexuality? Since 
when is proclaiming your sexual 
preference a cause to hold "Pride" 
parades? I've heard people in the course 
of normal conversation say they're gay. 
Why would they say that and out of the 
blue? What is that to me or anyone else? 
Why would I go around telling others 
out of hand that I'm a heterosexual? I 
don't identify myself with some bodily 
function, but as a man. A human being. 
Normally, what people identify 
themselves as is what they feel is the 
most important about themselves. If 
ones world revolves around ones gonads 
there is a serious problem. 
 

If you doubt that militant homosexuals 
do not identify themselves by their 
sexuality, go to a gay pride parade, 

http://www.pjpiisoe.org/


where the participants expose 
themselves to the bystanders, dress in a 
manner that places emphasis on their 
private parts and at times, even commit 
a sexual act in public or pretend to have 
sex. It's there for all to see if you have 
the stomach for it.  Several years ago, 
homosexuals barged into a Catholic 
church and threw condoms at the 
celebrant who I believe was a bishop. 
This is not being gay but angry.   
 

There was a time, not long ago, when we 
were told that homosexuals wanted to 
be left alone to live their lives in peace as 
they saw fit. Yet that is not the case. 
California experienced this lack of 
peaceful demonstration from 
homosexuals when they voted against 
gay marriage. The Mormon and Catholic 
Church experienced how 'peaceful' 
homosexuals were as their churches 
were vandalized and horrid threats were 
voiced against them for opposing same 
sex marriage. So peaceful....so gay.  
 
Stacey Trancencos at 
acceptingabundance.com was also a 
recipient of the anger and hatred of 
homosexuals because of a posting on her 
blog a few months back. Her children 
were threatened with rape in the 
comments section of the blog following 
her post. Nice eh? The homosexual hate 
and anger for those that do not accept 
homosexuality as normal is thick and 
frightening. 
 

What is so gay about contracting a 

disease from unnatural sexual acts 
between two men?? A disease that kills 
and has no cure? Why is abstaining from 
sex not an option, when ones life is in 
the balance and abstinence would go a 
long way in stopping this disease in its 
tracks? What is so gay about having a 
string of anonymous sexual encounters, 
sometimes over a hundred of them, and 
for what? Sharing anger? Using others 
repeatedly for ones own pleasure? This 
is nothing but selfishness and hate for 
another human being. This is not a 
cause to be gay. 
 

NAMBLA is an organization of men 
wanting to have sex with very young 
underage boys. They have a website and 
they advertise their intents and teach its 
members how to entice young innocent 
boys for no other reason than to have 
sex with them. This is sex between 
young underage boys and men. This is a 
cause to be gay? Is this a reason for us to 
accept homosexuality as a good and 
normal thing? Think again.  
 

This whole notion that active 
homosexuality is normal, with its 
participants gay or happy and they just 
want to be left alone is a lie. It has 
always been a lie and will always be a lie. 
They are on the march to force everyone 
to accept homosexuality as a good and 
normal lifestyle. They employ hate and 
intolerance towards anyone that does 
not agree with them and will use 
violence as a means to achieve their 
end.  

There is no "gayness" in being gay, but 
there is plenty of rage. Rage stemming 
from guilt of what they do, but directed 
towards others that will not accept what 
they do as good and normal. Like us, 
they are sinners with a weakened nature 
because of the fall of Adam, yet instead 
of acknowledging this weakness and 
trying to rise above it with the grace of 
God, they display their weakness as if a 
badge of honor and fail miserably, 
falling deeper in their misery. The high 
rate of suicides among homosexuals is 
telling of this misery. There is nothing 
gay about suicide.  
 

I am angry also. I am angry with the 
repeated attempts by militant gays to 
coerce me into accepting homosexuality 
as normal and good. I am angry with the 
attempts by militant homosexuals  to try 
to induce young children into the 
perversity of homosexual sins while the 
rest of the world  is clamoring for a cure 
for AIDS. A disease that kills. Why 
introduce children into a world that 
consists of misery and anger? Why 
would anyone risk the life of a child in 
this manner unless it stems from hate?  
 
There are those who have same sex 
attractions who live celibate lives. Many 
are Christian and know that sex outside 
a marriage, a marriage that can only 
consist of a man and woman, is sinful. 
They live with their attraction to the 
same sex as best as possible. We all have 
weaknesses and we are all called to live 
our lives with these weaknesses as best  

http://www.acceptingabundance.com/2011/12/22/im-a-cartoon-character/

